
Minute of 53rd Ordinary Meeting of Liberton and District Community Council 
Monday 28th April 2014 at 7.00 pm Liberton Kirk Halls.      
 
Members Present: 
Jim Henry, Chairperson  Jean Fowler, Member  
Stewart Sandilands, Secretary Michael Rea, Member  Su Miller, Member 
Alex Scott, Vice Chair  Marion Stevenson, Member  Fraser MacGregor , Member 
John Wilkinson, Treasurer  Caro Wilkinson, Member   Peter Schwarz, Associate Member 
Norman Lyon, Member   Mike Edwards, Member 
Cllr Norma Austin Hart  Cllr Nick Cook   Cllr Keith Robson     
 
In Attendance 
PC Sharon Young and PC Stuart Fraser, Police Scotland  Julia Mair 
Neil Hay    Will Mair   Stewart Laird  
 
Apologies 
Ian Murray MP              Ann Weir, SEECAT                     Cllr Bill Cook 
Dr Matthew Jones  
 
 
Intimation 
Jim Henry opened the meeting by expressing, on behalf of the CC, our condolences to the family and friends of 
Keane Wallis-Bennett, who died recently in a tragic incident at Liberton High School. He hoped that the 
appropriate authorities would carry out full and diligent enquiries into the cause of Keane’s death and that the 
report be made available to the Community Council when complete. 
He also thanked the CC for the expressions of sympathy passed to his wife on the death of her mother and he 
delivered a thank you card from his wife to the CC. 
 

Approval of Minute from Previous Meeting 
The Minute for the 52

nd
 Meeting was approved by Alex Scott and seconded by John Wilkinson. 

 

Items Arising 
Braid Hills Road/Liberton Drive Fraser MacGregor reported that work on the three islands had commenced on 
31/03/14. A number of residents had expressed surprise at the location of the speed gate construction at the 
speed limit sign as they had expected it to be east of the access to the Driving Range. Residents had also 
complained about the location of the third island which created more road safety issues and had commented 
that the speed gate was not narrow enough to serve its purpose, which was to slow traffic. CEC had responded 
to the concerns, removed the third island and installed a temporary one west of the entrance to Tower Stables 
and a speed monitor is to be installed. 
Frogston Road No update 
Goods Corner Jim Henry reported that Ian Murray MP had spoken to the landowners who had responded 
claiming that they had made efforts to prevent the site declining but felt that CEC planning issues had made it 
difficult for them to redevelop the site. Jim felt that CEC had powers under the Planning Legislation to clear the 
site and reclaim the cost from the owners. Cllr Austin Hart pointed out that the level of disrepair required for 
this to be carried out by CEC was considerable and questioned whether or not that stage had yet been 
reached. 
Fly Tipping, Mortonhall/west Liberton. Marion Stevenson reported that, following last month’s meeting and 
efforts by Cllr Austin-Hart, the concerns raised by Mr Hitchens had been dealt with. CEC acknowledged that he 
had previously contacted them and had not been dealt with as would have been hoped. The rubbish had been 
removed and Mr Hitchens had been visited. As a show of goodwill the rubbish on private land had also been 
removed. Fraser MacGregor reported that in relation to rubbish on Liberton Drive/Braid Hills, CEC had stated 
they were unable to remove rubbish from private land but had contacted the landowner for the land north of 
Liberton Drive. Fraser was commended for his public spiritedness after he had spent some of Easter weekend 
personally collecting rubbish from the verge. 
ACTION: Cllr Nick Cook to check CEC rules on when rubbish on private land becomes such an eyesore or risk 
that the CEC can act. 
From Centre to Community. Caro Wilkinson attended this seminar run by the Electoral Reform Society, along 
with 80 others, and took part in discussions and workshops regarding issues such as people’s disconnection 



from the political system, the need to re-engage and whether the present system was fit for purpose. Also 
considered were a possible written constitution, all taxes being local and voting from 16 in all elections. The 
intention is to feed into the Scottish Government enquiry on Local Government. 
Licensing Forum. John Wilkinson had attended this meeting on 1/4/14 and discussions took place on issues 
such as whether or not too many Occasional Licences were being issued, the differences between football and 
rugby matches/venues in relation to the sale of alcohol, the increase in the number of convenience stores 
selling alcohol and the changing relationship between licensed premises and the Police. John felt the meeting 
very worthwhile and the next will be held on 5

th
 June. 

Newsletter Update. Norman Lyon reported that over 90% of the Newsletters had been printed and delivered. 
A number of members reported that, as a result of the Newsletter, contact had been made with several 
residents regarding issues we had previously been unaware of.   
Engaging with the Community Update. Fraser MacGregor gave an update on the issue of using bus shelter 
noticeboards to promote the CC. The CEC position was that the noticeboards are fully utilised for the display of 
travel information and that there was no room for other information. Fraser produced a series of pictures of 
bus shelters in the Liberton CC area showing that this was clearly not the case and that room was available for 
further information. He had checked legislation and could find nothing that prohibited other information being 
displayed. Discussion took place regarding the fact that other shelters in the city centre were fully utilised but 
as the majority of CC’s are out with the city centre it was felt that it was still a valid option for other CC’s. Cllr 
Austin Hart said she had contacted Cllr Lesley Hinds who had the transport brief regarding this and had 
suggested that Lothian Buses could use part of the timetable space for CC information. She was awaiting a 
response. Sarah Burns, the Neighbourhood Partnership Manager had also offered to assist. Fraser also 
reiterated that the South Edinburgh Directory had offered space for an article about the CC, free of charge, for 
the June issue. The issue of rotating meeting venues had been dealt with by the Way Ahead Meeting and Peter 
Schwarz asked that the Newsletter be emailed to him for inclusion on the web. 
ACTION: Cllr Keith Robson will revisit the issue of space on bus shelters with CEC officials. 
ACTION: Norman to email newsletter to Peter 
  

Reports   
Chairperson's Report  Jim Henry thanked the members who had attended the Way Ahead meeting and felt 
that the forum had been positive and could be used in future for other issues. He mentioned a couple of 
recent planning applications: one in Gilmerton Road near to Liberton High School for Assisted Living 
accommodation but felt the application vague and was seeking more information; and an application for two 
houses in Lasswade Road on a plot of land that was extremely small. Any vehicle exiting the site could be a 
danger to other road users. The Local Development Plan and the Alnwickhill WTW would be discussed later in 
the meeting. Now that the first SESPlan was nearing finalisation the Joint Committee was in the process of 
preparing the next version required to keep the Development Plan up to date. 

Police Report. PC Stuart Fraser reported that the issue of youths riding and stealing motorcycles was still a 
major concern. The Police Scotland helicopter had been deployed to good effect and he made the CC aware 
that the Force has a no pursuit policy in place for incidents involving youngsters on motor bikes. Despite this 
he was able to report that 1 male had recently been charged with offences and a number of bikes recovered. 
Incidents of the public reporting suspicious males in the Alnwickhill area continued, though fortunately these 
reports were not mirrored by a rise in crime. He thanked the public for these reports and for supplying other 
intelligence which had allowed the Police to execute a number of Drug search warrants. In response to a 
question from Su Miller, he confirmed that both 101 and Crimestoppers had been used to pass this 
information and added that information could be given anonymously. The School holidays had led to a rise in 
incidents especially reports of children in back gardens, and finally the Police were increasing the frequency of 
their visits to all licensed premises. 
Treasurer's Report John Wilkinson reported that funds presently stood at £1931.56 with no outgoings this 
month. 
Secretary's Report Stewart Sandilands reported that he had been contacted by Sarah Smith who was looking 
for land in the Liberton CC area to organise organic farming with a view to production and education. Caro 
asked that the details be passed to her for further exploration. An update was given on the development of 
the Loanhead to Gilmerton cycle route and the need for weekend road closures on Lasswade Road. A further 
update was given on the Liberton Gilmerton Neighbourhood Partnership priorities for 2014 – 2017 and the 
fact that the bus stops at the A&E at the Royal infirmary are being moved as part of ongoing development 
work. Stewart had received a request from Edinburgh and Lothians Regional Equality Council (ELREC) asking if 
the CC wished to be a member of ELREC. Finally, Stewart had received a Consultation Document regarding the 



Southside Surgery, Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh requesting permission to expand its catchment area to include 
virtually all of the CC area. The consensus was that if present provision was not sufficient, then this was not an 
issue, and was to be welcomed. 
ACTION: Stewart to pass details re Sarah Smith to Caro.  
ACTION: Stewart to pass details of road closures to Peter for inclusion on website. 
ACTION: Stewart to circulate details of ELREC to Members to consider membership. 
ACTION: Stewart to respond to Consultation Document. 
FOSKAP  Su Miller reported that she had spoken to the Edinburgh Evening news (EEN) regarding the issue of 
motorbikes in the park and had stressed that this was an issue jointly addressed by the CC and FOSKAP. On 
Tuesday 22

nd
 April the EEN had run the story.   

SEECAT Report – No report 
Liberton Association – No report 
 
Topics for Discussion 

The Way Ahead  
Jim Henry asked that members consider the CC Mission Statement for the AGM and asked that members, who 
represent the CC or take on work on behalf of the CC, ensure that either the Chairperson or the Secretary is 
made aware and updated on progress. He also asked that items considered as AOCB be notified as early as 
possible and in advance of the meeting. He concluded by stating that a Process Chart with dates and timings 
would be drawn up for agreement. He circulated a list asking for members to commit to membership of the 
subgroups on Environment, Communications and Public Services which would be created to sit alongside that 
on Planning. 
Alnwickhill WTW Planning Application  
Jim Henry presented an overview of the proposed development and he had contact with Lesley Carris, the case 
officer. Jim highlighted the mix of property and, in particular the height of many units and that there was one 
access/egress from the development onto Liberton Gardens, with an emergency access from Alnwickhill Road 
despite the emergency services all being based to the East (Liberton Gardens) side of the site. Concern was 
expressed regarding the fact that many surrounding properties would be overlooked by the development and 
questions had been submitted in relation to this aspect and the density of the development. The answers to 
these questions were awaited. The use of town houses increases density and pushes up the height of the 
buildings. Dr Jones had considered the ecological/tree report and had submitted his views. Cllr Austin Hart 
asked if the Liberton Association had been consulted, which they had, and their representatives at previous 
meetings had indicated that ours and their views coincided. Jim indicated that the CC was happy to share any 
views and opinions with the Liberton Association.    
Consultation on Proposed Local Development Plan The time table had previously been circulated and the 
start of a new CES Plan meant that sites in the Local Development Plan such as Broomhills will be included but 
it may also include additional sites. This will become clearer after 8

th
 May. 

 
Public Questions 
 Julia Mair thanked the CC for the work done in relation to planning and asked if there was a flow chart on the 
website that she and other members of the public might find useful to assist them. Jim explained the planning 
process and Peter added that there was a chart, but that it needed updating. Norman added that it was 
intended to use the newsletter to highlight forthcoming developments and have presentations on these for 
the public.  
ACTION: Jim/Peter to update Planning Flow Chart on website. 
ACTION: Cllr Robson to obtain and email a flow chart used by Councillors to follow planning applications. 
 

AOCB 
Printer. Norman Lyon highlighted the difficulty in producing the Newsletter using a 2004 printer and had done 
some work to cost a new printer and other materials such as toner. He added that the creation of the new 
Communications Sub group would allow this to be dealt with there. 
Stewart Laird offered his connection at Peffermill Industrial Estate which prints at very competitive rates while 
Cllr Austin Hart mentioned a print unit operating with the offices of Ian Murray MP. 
ACTION: When constituted the Communications Group will explore the alternatives/costs for printing material.  
Mansion House. Caro Wilkinson highlighted the work being done at the Mansion House and by Donna 
McCardle and her 2 part time gardeners. Funding had been obtained for 15 months and hopefully this would 
be sustainable. Cllr Austin Hart explained that CEC was carrying out an option study for the site, and while the 



CEC was committed to ownership, the cost of repairs and maintenance was estimated to be c£250,000 which 
had yet to be found. 
Neighbourhood Partnership. Stewart Laird reported that Scott Donkin had now left his post and, as yet, there 
was no replacement. 
 
The Chairperson closed the meeting at 2100 hours.  
 

 
Date of next meeting 
The next meeting will be the AGM followed by the Ordinary Meeting and will be held at 7.00 p.m. on Monday 
26

th
 May 2014 at Liberton Kirk Halls. 


